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Patriarchal ideology dominates coupling practices. It is equally present in
culturally sanctioned expressions of love, desire, and intimacy. As feminism has
developed over generations, feminist ideologies increasingly promote in women a desire
and/or demand for autonomy and equality, claims which do not negate women's desires
for love, intimacy, and partnership. Yet the longing for both feminist liberation and
heterosexual coupling cause a tension in fundamental ideology. Feminist consciousness
and patriarchal constructions of marriage and monogamy are decisively opposed-a
conflict which causes many women to find themselves stuck between feminist ideology
and their desires for partnership. This conflict can be described as a critical paralysis; the
immobilizing tension between two forces which cannot in any small or easy way be
reconciled.
Fictional narratives, including Kate Chopin's The Awakening, Anais Nin's A Spy
in the House ofLove, Margaret Atwood's The Edible Woman, Toni Morrison's Sula,
Erica long's Fear ofFlying, Ana Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters, and Darcey
Steinke's Suicide Blonde, narrate the recurring experience of feminist-minded women as
they fatefully engage in patriarchal relationships and find themselves painfully wedged
between culturally oppressive gender roles and liberating feminist ideologies. In diverse
ways. each protagonist-Edna. Sabina. Marian. Nel. Sula, Isadora, Alicia, Teresa, and
Jesse-experiences disillusionment with heterosexual coupling as they violently struggle
to 10Ye in feminist tenns: a clashing so disanning that it is momentarily crippling. This
recurrence speaks to a society that has acquiesced to women's freedom by producing
specific and controlled altematiYe possibilities of expression. not one that has
fundamentally been altered or that has evolved. It is essential that women uncover the
paralyzing contradictions between their feminist consciousnesses and patriarchal
constructions of love and coupling in order to address the profound inequalities of
patriarchal monogamy as well as the very widespread misappropriations of love.
Desire for sexual and emotional intimacy has long inspired writers to imagine and
create literary characters and plots intended to negotiate love, but dramatic changes in the
politics of gender and race in the late 19th and into the 20th centuries created new
platforms on which to experiment with love and intimacy. Encompassing a history of the
tumultuous fight for women's and civil rights, a consistent and harrowing social
confrontation with war, and an ever increasing expansion of capitalism and the social
changes that accompany it, the practice of coupling and intimacy moving into the 20th
century is marked by anxiety, a perceived crisis of sex roles, the changing landscape of
race relations, and the attempt to love in a (material) consumer driven economy. A
considerable amount of 20lh century literature explores these issues, imagining
protagonists who search for love as they wrestle with social realities that bind and
confuse them, including preoccupations with newly defined gender roles and, for women
especially, modern methods of understanding how female desires were/are manipulated
and constrained by society.
Literary preoccupations with the search for love and the desire to cultivate fornls
of love and loving that break away from historically oppressive patriarchal institutions of
marriage and coupling are more than an echo of the innately human trend towards love
and intimacy: modern literary paths towards love suggest a uniquely 20th century
understanding of changes in the gender system that have helped generate for women the
space to conceive of and experiment with love in new ways. While these literary
experiments with love and coupling denote a freer range of experience for women. in
manv wavs women are still mistmstinr: of a cultural realitv of love and marriar:e that has
... .. ........ ....
alienatcd thcm for so long. For many womcn. rcal and fictional. a discrcpancy cmergcs
...
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between the reality of coupling in a patriarchal culture and what can be identified as a
feminist consciousness of equality and autonomy. This discrepancy has plagued feminist
women for generations. Women's literary counterparts often experience similar tensions
between the urge to love and couple, both heterosexually and homosexually, and the
desire for self-love, independence, and equality in its broadest and most ideal definition.
This often painful and irreconcilable tension can be seen in narrative form as the cause of
a female protagonist's eventual unraveling, an utter disarming that leaves her unable to
move-as if coping with the duality of conscious self and patriarchal reality is like
walking through a mine field, and any instant a bomb might explode, altering the fragile
balance. Hence women writers often construct in their female protagonists a moment or
moments of critical paralysis-a desperate pause as they confront some form of
patriarchal coupling pitted against the potential to live outside the norm as a radically free
woman. This confrontation rarely ends happily. Often, conscientious women protagonists
become deeply and violently crippled as they face socially proscribed confinements of
love and intimacy.
More particularly, temporary paralysis occurs as a growing realization that
women's inner selves arc diametrically opposed to social reality. From Chopin to
Hurston to Oates a recurring theme in feminist literature is the struggle for women first to
know and understand their desires, and then to make those desires valid to their partners.
i\loments of paralysis arc enacted in different ways over the course of time, under
different circumstances, and as new authors \\'ith new characters approach the issue of
women's desire and love, yet the antagonistic relationship between women and
patriarchal coupling remains. Seven works of fiction. Kate Chopin's Thc ,·hrakcl1il1g,
Anais Nin's A Spy in the House ofLove, Margaret Atwood's The Edible Woman, Toni
Morrison's Sula, Erica Jong's Fear ofFlying, Ana Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters,
and Darcey Steinke's Suicide Blonde illuminate and give voice to the changing
circumstances but constant underlying presence of women's fateful attempts to reconcile
survival of their individual selves with the institutional realities of love and marriage. In
each novel the writer constructs in her protagonist some level of feminist consciousness
that refuses to be satisfied with patriarchal love and domesticity, catalyzing a form of
conflicted paralysis. Each woman comes face to face with the desperate struggle to attain
both love and autonomy, and suffers deeply. The texture of each woman's story is quite
different; this is not the same woman enacting the same story over and over again across
geographical lines and historical genres. On the contrary, Edna, Sabina, Marian, Nel,
Sula, Alicia, Teresa and Jesse are very different women living out different stories. Yet in
their own ways they each attempt to transgress the patriarchal structures of coupling that
devalue and reject the liberated woman, and each is at least temporarily prostrated and
psychologically traumatized in the attempt.
The trend in women writers to create a consciousness of independence and self-
awareness in opposition to marriage and domesticity speaks to marriage and coupling as
patriarchal institutions that are deeply opposed to emotional. sexuaL psychologicaL and
cultural libcration for women, an injustice which affects the interpersonal potential for
humanity as a whole. Not only is marriage a socially constructed institution that coerces
hetero-nonnatiyity and monogamy and upholds economic structures of capitalism. but it
also confines and distorts the expression of dcsire into a gcndcrcd powcr systcm-
wcighing dcsirc dO\\11 with thc saturation of gendcr based roles that almost uniycrsally
disempower women. Of course there are shades of gray. There are monogamous
heterosexual couples of this generation and generations before who would argue that they
have mastered the art of negotiating egalitarian individuality and institutional marriage.
Perhaps some of these couples simply refuse to see their own patterns of inequality and
repression, perhaps somewhere along the way one partner will find that they have
sacrificed something that they want back, or perhaps some feel that repression of feminist
consciousness is worth not being alone. And certainly, some happily coupled men and
women are honestly satisfied with their peculiar marital circumstances. This argument is
not meant to chastise the housewife who is deeply satisfied by her life choice or to call
women away from relationships with men. Instead these investigations into marriage and
coupling seek to argue that many women share a common traumatic realization as
feminist consciousness and patriarchal coupling interface. Women are often quite aware
that patriarchal marriage and coupling work against an egalitarian expression of desires
and self-fulfillment; marriage and children repeatedly represent to women an unending
series of (socially hallowed) self-sacrifices and a disconnection of sex from intimacy,
both based on the active repression of a woman's own desires. Works ofliterature that
emphasize the despondence and unrelenting disappointment that coupling and patriarchal
intimacy represent to women exist as radical agitators for change. The fiction mentioned
abo\'e does not claim that heterosexual monogamy is idyllic. fulfilling. the union of two
pcrfcctly matched souls for life. In their \'cry di\'crse ways. these authors chart thc
capacity for anxicty. e\"Cn terror and paranoia. and ultimately thc sclf-dcstruction that can
ovcrwhclm feminist conscious women as they seck to lo\'e and couplc. Thc
disillusionment felt by gcnerations ofwomcn who desire to lo\'e but find themsel\'es
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relegated to patriarchal monogamy and coupling begs the question: how can women
combat the patriarchal institution of marriage, which in contemporary rhetoric is still
perceived as the foundation of human culture, while proactively working towards
feminist equality without sacrificing their desires for love and intimacy?
Women work creatively to imagine themselves beyond socially bound paradigms
which tend to present them with a decision between domesticity and independence,
underscored by the anxious suspicion that these are the only two (deeply oppositional)
choices available. Both Laura Kipnis and bell hooks propose intricate accounts of the
reasons that modern love and marriage are not working in harmony with women's sexual,
emotional, and cultural liberation. In Against Love, Kipnis argues that
love/marriage/coupling are social constructions meant to organize and control
individuals. She claims that the institution of marriage routes desire into consumption,
coercing people into relationships that are bound to cause unhappiness, frustration, and
the repression of passion: "so here we are, consigned to pursue an illusory completeness
obviously impossible to attain, beset by unfulfillable longings, with our unfortunate
mates designated as after-the-fact scapegoats for impossibilities not really of their own
making" (77). Coupling is a culturally enforced practice saturated with unrealizable
interpersonal claims meant, by Kipnis's account. to repress and stifle. She cites that as
early as the 1830' s people were concerned with the inadequacy of the institution of
marriage. remarking that nineteenth century British radical William Godwin argued. "it is
absurd to expect the inclinations and wishes of two human beings to coincide. through
any long period oftimc. To oblige them to act and li\'e together is to subject them to
somc incyitablc portion of thwarting. bickering. and unhappiness" (179). Kipnis argues
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that this important dialogue concerning a furious dissatisfaction with monogamous
coupling now focuses on the fault of the individual rather than questioning the
effectiveness of the social institution. When blame is shifted towards the individual,
gender becomes an important factor in naming and investigating causes of marital
mIsery.
The foundation of Kipnis's argument is that love has become less about innate
feeling and uninhibited desire and more about conformity, pacifying a partner's unending
neediness, and committing to the culture's proscribed interpretation of monogamy. She
writes, "exchanging obedience for love comes naturally. " and thus you have the
psychological signature of the modern self: defined by love, an empty vessel without it,
the threat of love's withdrawal shriveling even the most independent spirits into
complacency" (93-94). This intense longing for love and intimacy makes it especially
difficult to objectively and creatively criticize or re-imagine the way that love works at
any given place or time: "there's no way of being against love precisely because we
moderns are constituted as beings yearning to be filled, craving connection, needing to
adore and be adored. because love is vital plasma and everything else in the world just
tap water" (3). Kipnis seeks to peck away at perceived truths in love and coupling in
order to demonstrate the ways that political and economic structures of the culture at
large separate love and sex from intimacy. stifle our creative ability to imagine
interpersonal relationships. and destroy the joy and randomness of desire. Marriagc. the
ccntral organizing tcnct of lovc. rcprcscnts for Kipnis thc ultimate policing of sexual and
intimatc expression ovcr thc masses. Noting the ovcrwhelming statistics of "matc-
brutalizing" Kipnis argues. "perhaps thesc social pathologics and abcrrations of lovc arc
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the necessary fallout from the social conventions of love that we all adhere to and live out
on a daily basis. The more cynical version of this position would be that something about
love is inherently impossible; the more optimistic one would be that just the conventions
are inherently impossible" (55,56). She works from the theory that the vast examples of
love-based disillusionment, unhappiness, and even aggression are not the fault of the
individual, but point instead to the inadequacy and artificiality of love and coupling as
cultural institutions.
Intimacy ranks highly in Kipnis's estimation of radical interpersonal expressions.
She claims that the all-consuming pull of love paired with the socio-economic institution
of marriage construct a fiercely limited place for real intimacy. She in fact argues that
intimacy becomes so full of deceit and so much about meeting the infantile needs of a
partner that marriage and monogamy redefine intimacy as simply tolerance and
compromise (72). Kipnis writes, "we've mortgaged our emotional well-being to intimacy
institutions that hinge on elaborate fictions themselves" (129). The separation of sex and
coupling from intimacy which Kipnis suggests stems from the deception at the heart of
socially proscribed marital monogamy works as an agent of isolation and oppression.
Her argument is finally that adultery is the means through which to break free
from the institution of marriage and love that so subtly and completely dominate social
consciousness. "Marriage is our fundamental social structure-'the all-subsuming. all-
organizing. all-containing contract.' as Tony Tanner puts it-and adultery adulterates it"
(199). Beyond destabilizing the foundation of an oppressi\'e social construct. Kipnis
ponders adultery's ability to also catalyze social revolution in other constrained cultural
spaces: "insofar as adultery represents discontent. insofar as it acts on that discontent-
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even in unformed, inchoate, often temporary ways-insofar as it contains a nascent
demand for' something else,' does it, as feared, model the possibility of breakouts in
other spheres" (198)? Kipnis imagines a radical human movement in thinking about
dismantling marriage and its ability to control, deceive, and regulate intimacy and desire.
Women in Kipnis's formulation are dually controlled; first by the cultural
mandates of marriage and fidelity and second by the patriarchal construction of
homosexual coupling. For women unable to achieve egalitarian monogamous
relationships, Kipnis's mortgaging of well-being also requires subjugation to the needs of
the male patriarch. Severing sex from intimacy, stifling free roaming desire, coercing
women into relationship with often patriarchal men, marriage and monogamy are often
isolating, oppressive, and deadening to women, particularly feminist conscious women.
To "be against" this control, women must, according to Kipnis, value and act on their
desires for sexual, emotional, psychological fulfillment outside of what is considered
moral, good, and appropriate.
Like Kipnis, bell hooks is deeply concerned with oppressive structures of
marriage and coupling and seeks to dismantle perceived truths of heterosexual coupling.
But instead of glossing over gender stereotypes in favor of analyzing institutional
monogamy, hooks argues that it is specifically a patriarchal monogamy which oppresses:
in Communion: The Female Search For Lo\'C hooks works extensively to reconcile
relationship injustices facing women during and since the modem women's movement.
While Kipnis argues that the problem with marriage is its commodification of intimacy
and desire, hooks takes issue with our inability as a culture to know love. "Sex gets more
attention than loyc from feminist women and everyone else because when we speak of
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love we have to speak of loss, of lack, of our failures of will and courage. It is not easy to
face that men, even politically progressive men, may want sexual power over women
more than they want to love us" (71). Patriarchal culture does not know love and
substitutes instead a system of hierarchy based on dominance and submission which
creates and endorses an oppressive coupling mechanism. For hooks, love is
revolutionary, the answer to all the unrealized goals of feminist ideology: "without a
sustained, inspired vision of mutual love, our culture revises again and again old stories.
Denial is never the setting for lasting empowerment" (58-59). Anti-patriarchal, all-
encompassing, communal and unabashed love, argues hooks, is the antithesis to injustice,
the real agent of human social revolution.
Hooks believes that feminism and women's movements should work towards a
full range of benevolent experience and expression for both men and women through re-
imagining gender roles in terms of radical love. For hooks, the road to equality begins
with self-love, then communal sisterhood and brotherhood, and moves into intimate,
sexual coupling. She claims that "contemporary feminism served as a catalyst for
spiritual awakening for many women, by telling them that the care of their souls
mattered" (230). The realization that women as individuals matter and are worth love is
an initial ingredient of feminist consciousness. Like Kipnis, hooks reflects on the
inadequacy of a single partner to fulfill the needs of their mate. "it is best to have a circle
of lovc. with committed bonds that extend beyond one privileged partnership" (208). She
discusscs the ways that patriarchal culturc undennines women through myopic gcnder
stereotypes. Hooks claims that culturc propagates the belief that strong. successful
women are either incapable ofloyc or choosc pcrsonal gain oycr intcrpersonal
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connection: "a dimension of the low self-esteem some successful women cannot shake is
the fear that choosing to achieve means that they are automatically not 'feminine' or less
desirable" (142). Hooks firmly argues that in learning to love we must reject gender
difference and the gender stereotypes saturating our collective consciousness. Gender
difference is an excuse to define, categorize, and limit individuals based on sex function
and clearly undermines radical love and feminist thinking which calls for freedom of
expression and individual value.
Although women's movements in the 20th century gave women incredible
freedom and social mobility, hooks argues that feminists failed to create an ongoing
dialogue about love and loving to the disadvantage of both men and women. Relationship
based on love, says hooks, is life-affirming and progressive-not patriarchal, limiting, or
repressive. Feminist movements worked to gain economic and social equality, but the
basis of that equality is weak and falters without radical cultural change founded on love.
Feminist progress without love threatens to pollute sex and intimacy with patriarchal
manipulations while social progress often slows or becomes static: "while many of the
rights women gained as a consequence of feminist struggle are being taken from us
(reproductive rights; the right to challenge sexual violence at home, on the streets, and in
the workplace: the right to earn equal pay for equal work, which has never been
successfully institutionalized in all work arenas), we arc bombarded with imagcs
suggcsting that malc scxual domination of womcn in no way thrcatcns fcmalc autonomy
.
or independcncc" (70). On thc contrary, hooks continues, this biting reality should act as
"a constant reminder that females arc not free:' and she urges women to sec clcarly and
to be \"oca11y and consistently discontent with resistance or ambi\"alcnce to\\-ards
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women's sexual, economic, and social freedom (70). Social and economic feminist
progress, while necessary and in many ways successful, is only superficial as long as
intimacy is controlled by patriarchal gender constructions and sex remains dominated by
violence and overwhelmingly tailored towards men's desires.
Hooks recognizes that in many ways as a culture we are stuck. She cites the
importance of female community, the courage to change, and working towards making
public our disappointment with men and patriarchal coupling as central to constructing a
new paradigm of intimacy and love. Marilyn Frye writes, "to make a difference ...
women have to do impossible things and think impossible thoughts, and that is only done
in community" (quoted in hooks 137). According to hooks and Frye, community is
necessary for women to incite radical change and yet even in community many men and
women are unable or unwilling to evoke the revolutionary change required to exist in
opposition to institutional patriarchal coupling. Janice Mirikitani suggests that this is
because "change is not easy for most people. Often a bad reality is preferable to the idea
of change; we prefer to embrace the demons we know than the positive force we don't
know" (quoted in hooks 141). Hooks agrees that "so many women choose to stay stuck"
in self destructive relationships with themselves and their partners (141). The fear.
uncertainty. or unwillingness which produces our silence maintains a collective
acquiescence to unfulfilling and patriarchal gender roles. since. as hooks argues.
"women's disappointment with men is rarely given a public hearing in our society" (164).
The courage and space to know love. a communal awareness of our disillusionment with
patriarchal coupling. must act as motivators fllr change. propelling feminist thought into
meaningful action.
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This call for love is radically complex, yet hooks believes it is essential to
fulfilling the goals of women's liberation: "Women who learn to love represent the
greatest threat to the patriarchal status quo. By failing to love, women make it clear that it
is more vital to their existence to have the approval and support of men than it is to love"
(89). Hooks argues that in order to imagine ourselves outside of the culturally enforced
roles that bind us, women must revolutionize intimate relationships by understanding
love as a liberating force and demanding it for ourselves, other women, and for our
relationships with men.
Both Kipnis and hooks voice their belief that modem relationships are
systematically repressive and disappointing for women and men, and both seek to define
that "something more" which could deeply transform these very ominous and oppressive
institutions. While the effectiveness of her call for adultery is certainly debatable, Kipnis
contributes her claim that marriage separates intimacy from love as a way of
understanding women's painful confrontations with patriarchal monogamy; and although
it is questionable that hooks's argument for the revolutionary championing oflove will
ever be embraced by the whole of humanity, she contributes a profound reading of the
stifling cycle of dominance and submission that keeps individuals stuck in relationships
which are increasingly parasitic and disappointing. Anned with a theoretical
understanding that patriarchal marriage does oppress. does compartmentalize desire apart
from love. and that it is quite subtly and effectively propagated. the utter and desperate
conflict that feminist-minded women t:1ce attempting to resist patriarchal monogamy
begins to emerge.
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Kipnis and hooks construct theories about the inadequacies of love and marriage
which aptly reflect the internal consciousness of women characters who struggle to live
amidst these inadequacies. Each fictional woman discussed here struggles in some way to
reconcile their feminist consciousness with an institution of coupling that is consistently
patriarchal, seeks to exist in a culture entirely schizophrenic in its consideration of
women and femininity, attempts to love both themselves and their male partners, and
suffers anxiety, paranoia, uncertainty, pathology, social isolation or even death as a
result. Like Kipnis and hooks, these women are aware of some inconsistency, some fault,
present in the human practice of coupling, whether that lie in the institution, the
individual, the partner, or the society, and they find themselves working to negotiate self
in the chaos of this reality. Hooks argues, "It takes courage for women to challenge the
seduction of domination, the making of love synonymous with erotic conflict between the
powerful and powerless. A turning away from patriarchal perversions of love, the
demand that we neglect the self to do for others, was certainly essential to women's
collective growth. Yet we turned away from a negative vision of love without putting in
its place a positive vision, one that would transform, that would heal and renew" (243).
Chopin's Edna, Nin's Sabina, Atwood's Marian, Morrison's Nel and Sula, long's
Isadora, Castillo's Teresa and Alicia, and Steinke's Jesse "challenge the seduction of
domination" and yet are trapped between malcontent with the negative patriarchal vision
of love and the void of a transfonnative positive vision to take its placc.
Kate Chopin's The /hrakening. 1899, marks one of the vcry first novels in which
a woman stnIggles with acute consciousness of the fracture betwcen her desires and
social reality, Although \\Titten decades before the other no\'(,~ls, The "!,,'okening works as
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a paradigmatic literary expression of feminist ideologies in stark conflict with patriarchal
coupling. Chopin writes in Edna of a woman entirely compelled by her desire for sexual
and emotional freedom, a woman who awakens to the imminent importance of her
desires and who then longs to fully embody and enact those desires, but whose desires
deeply conflict with patriarchal ideology. The strain of this tension signals the eventual
breakdown from awakening to paralysis. From its inception, Edna's longing to love
freely and live uninhibited is much greater than mere whim: she must move towards
autonomy or die. Edna's consciousness of her own desires is central to understanding her
ultimate doom. It is Edna's awareness of her desires that both frees and restricts her: "A
certain light was beginning to dawn dimly within her,-the light which, showing the way,
forbids it" (17). This light is entangled in a burgeoning consciousness of her social
identity. Chopin writes that Edna was "beginning to realize her position in the universe as
a human being, and to recognize her relations as an individual to the world within and
about her" (17). Edna's awakening is about her own identity as well as about the world in
which she lives. "Even as a child she had lived her own small life all within herself. At a
very early period she had apprehended instinctively the dual life-that outward existence
which confonns. the inward life which questions" (18). Edna understands the deep
opposition between the interior mobility and cxtemal parameters of her existence; Chopin
details the unfolding ofEdna's consciousness with painful awareness of the furious
opposition it will meet in her social reality.
The story of Edna' s awakening can be understood in two major movements: the
. ~ .
powerful change within her which opens up new outlets. propels her into art. new friends.
passionate loye and a physical space of her 0\\11. or the da\\11ing of her feminist
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consciousness, and the unraveling of this change as society chips away at her newly
claimed autonomy, inciting paralysis and ultimately condemning her to depression and
death. In the first movement Edna pieces together what her sexual and emotional freedom
would look like, which includes less attachment to her children, refusal to participate in
undesirable social formalities, and a very specific obligation to self-preservation: "I
would give up the unessential; I would give my money, I would give my life for my
children; but I wouldn't give myself. I can't make it more clear; it's only something
which I am beginning to comprehend, which is revealing itself to me" (62). Edna is
aware of a split between her life and her soul. She would do anything for her children
except deny her soul, a complex formation that she does not completely understand, but
which speaks to her on a very deep level; a separation which highlights the inevitability
of her critical paralysis since as an awakened woman, her feminist consciousness now
violently conflicts with patriarchal reality.
Edna's feminist consciousness "transformed her from the listless woman he had
known into a being who, for the moment. seemed palpitate with the forces of life. Her
speech was wann and energetic. There was no repression in her glance or gesture. She
reminded him of some beautiful, sleek animal waking up in the sun" (92). Transgressing
the boundaries between private and public. Edna takes shape. comes alive. Edna knows
that "no trace of passion or excessive and fictitious wannth colored her affection" for her
husband Leonce. and their relationship represents to her the sad reality that love and
passion are not necessary ingredients of marriage. In response. her awakening hinges on a
culturally transgressive infatuation with Robcrt. one that cmphasizes the impossibility of
hcr situation: "for thc first time shc rccognized the symptoms of infatuation." yet "the
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recognition did nothing to lessen the reality, the poignancy of the revelation by any
suggestion or promise of instability" (59). Desire brings Edna renewed energy and life,
but foreshadows her unraveling.
While Edna's revelations are profound, they are entirely unrealizable; Edna's
emerging awareness of her soul and her sexuality is radically unacceptable because of
limitations in both the conceptualization of gender and the institution of marital
monogamy. But even greater than a generalized resistance by the culture is Edna's insight
to the damage her demand for independence inflicts upon those she loves. As Edna
begins to realize the impossibility of her desires, society's violent resistance manifests
itself in her as depression and restlessness: "there came over her the acute longing which
always summoned into her spiritual vision the presence of the beloved one, overpowering
her at once with a sense of the unattainable" (l18). Edna's increasing confidence and
energy is thwarted by a growing sense of desperation: "it was not despair; but it seemed
to her as if life were passing by, leaving its promise broken and unfulfilled" (97). Her
awakening to a life of independence. voracity, and choice is a life of deception and
impossibility since it is attemptcd within patriarchal culture. and this realization is
viciously traumatizing.
Throughout both movcmcnts of awakening and utter disappointment, Edna suffers
from an overwhelming ambivalence towards her 0\\11 life. Edna admits. "Sometimes I
feel this summer as if I were walking through the green meadow again: idly. aimlcssly.
unthinking and unguided" (22). Edna' s ambivalence quickly becomes despondency: "She
felt the old ennui overtaking her: the hopelessness which so often assailed her. which
came upon her like an obsession. like something extraneous. independent of volition"
IS
(118). As the impossibility of her awakening grows more imminent, "all sense of reality
had gone out of her life; she had abandoned herself to Fate, and awaited the consequences
with indifference" (137). Here Edna moves into apathetic resignation, her spirit crushed
beneath heavy sorrow as she loses first the object of her desire and then her autonomy.
Edna's critical paralysis is manifested in her obsessive ambivalence; she is prostrated by
the impossibility of moving forward towards soul liberation and the refusal to relegate
her spirit to inner isolation in patriarchal monogamy. Trapped in a life that forces her to
sacrifice her internal mobility for the happiness of others or trample on loved ones in
order to save her soul, Edna walks out into the sea and drowns the ambivalence, the
paralysis. Suicide is a proactive thing for Edna; it is an escape into something beautiful,
something which does not demand to possess her. As she moves further out into the water
she reflects, "the touch of the sea is sensuous, enfolding the body in its soft, close
embrace" (152). Edna's experience of desire is deeply thwarted by her responsibilities as
mother, wife, and society woman; she cannot reconcile patriarchal mandates to her
feminist consciousness and finds no real satisfying alternatives between the t\\1O. She thus
suffers ambivalent paralysis and finally death. which for Edna is the only truly liberating
option.
Chopin's The .·hrakening was published almost seventy years before AnaYs Nin's
A Spy in the House ofLow and yet the novels share a strikingly similar theme: women' s
fiercely limited potential for sexual and individual autonomy within patriarchal
monogamy. Edna' s story is about the awakening of feminist consciousness'from
repression and the impossibility of its social manifestation. but Sabina's feminist
consciousness is well-articulated from beginning to end. Perhaps because of the
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generational gap, Nin's Sabina engages in numerous sexual transgressions, while Edna's
are fewer, yet both women suffer from anxiety and depression resulting from the struggle
for female sexual freedom; both are married women thoroughly unsatisfied with the
institution of marriage, and both crave to be loved without possession. Sabina's paralysis,
like Edna's, occurs as the final unraveling of her consciousness when confronted with her
inability to reconcile patriarchal monogamy with feminist autonomy.
Nin's protagonist in A Spy in the House ofLove, 1968, is overtly concerned with
her own sexual identity coupled with a longing for emotional intimacy. Nin's Sabina
intuits a crisis in sexual autonomy because of gender stereotypes, but goes further to
\westle with the social institution of monogamy (and possibly heterosexuality). Sabina
possesses an intense dedication to rejecting social regulations about monogamy even as
she clings to her husband with paranoia and fear; throughout the course of the novella
Sabina maintains a marriage full of deceit while embarking on a number of affairs with a
diverse set of men. In the midst of much sex and excitement, Sabina struggles with a
plethora of emotional and sexual drives. She spends much time alone, communing with
the world around her and contemplating the vastness of her being and the smallness of
human culture. Sabina wishes her husband could provide her "a protective understanding
not concerned with possession of her but a complete knowledge of her which would
include absolution" for the lies she tells and the chaos she feels inside (18). She cannot
silence her overwhelming desire to indulge in sex and sensual fulfillment free of
possession: "what she wanted was only the sensual [fusion], to reach a man's freedom in
adycnture. to arrive at enjoyment without dependence which might liberate her from all
her anxieties connected with love" (31). Sabina wants to love without dependence, to
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love and feel loved, to be sensual and powerful. She excitedly realizes "that was the
meaning of freedom. Free of attachment, dependency and the capacity for pain" (41). Her
quest "to trespass boundaries, erase all identifications, anything which fixes one
permanently into one mould, one place without hope of change," is ambitious and poetic,
but dangerously problematic (113). Sabina's sexual freedom is undermined by her
paranoia that she is guilty of some unforgivable crime, a crime which she internalizes
until she becomes paralyzed by it.
Each man that Sabina sleeps with reveals to her some different aspect of herself
and emphasizes the impossibility of sustaining patriarchal relationship in conflict with
her feminist consciousness. Donald draws out her maternal self, "I am a woman, I am
warm, tender and nourishing. I am fecund and I am good" (84). With Philip, Sabina
experiences "the moment of non-loving, non-desiring" after sex (42). She can be
pubescent and childish with her husband Alan; he plays the idealized father figure role of
protector and inadvertent disciplinarian. Yet each man in some way disappoints Sabina's
longing for love and desire without parasitic possession: "he turned his eyes fully upon
her. now a glacial blue; they were impersonal and seemed to gaze beyond her at all
women who had dissolved into one. but who might. at any moment again become
dissolved into all" (24). This look Sabina deeply mistrusts because "it was the alchemy of
desire fixing itself upon the incarnation of all women into Sabina for a moment but as
easily by a second process able to alchemize Sabina into many others" (24). The longing
male gaze and the impersonal possession it represents threaten Sabina's indiYidual
identity. Her marriage to Alan requires the compartmentalization of her multifaceted
identity: Sabina claims that marriage demands a static. non-e\"olying selL leaws no room
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for growth. Her affairs have been an attempt to partner her many different dimensions;
"Was this the crime to have sought to marry each Sabina to another mate, to match each
one in tum by a different life" (l08)? Sabina's desire to be loved violently rejects the
possessive ownership of patriarchal coupling.
Sabina's desires are oversexualized and pathologized within patriarchal ideology,
a manipulation which ensures her unraveling. The narrative of Sabina's journey ends in
this place of confusion and loss: "she had lost herself somewhere along the frontier
between her inventions, her stories, her fantasies and her true self. The boundaries had
become effaced, the tracks lost; she had walked into pure chaos, and not a chaos which
carried her like the galloping of romantic riders in operas and legends, but which
suddenly revealed the stage props" (92). Her climactic unraveling begins as a stream of
frenetic consciousness in which Sabina is unable to find herself in the midst of her lovers,
her parents, her actions and emotions, and moves finally into submissive paralysis. She
imagines "the entire sky a warm blanket of eyes and mouths shining down on her, the air
full of voices now raucous from the sensual spasm, now gentle with gratitude, now
doubtful. and she was afraid because there was no Sabina, not ONE, but a multitude of
Sabinas lying down yielding and being dismembered. constellating in all directions and
breaking" (91). Sabina' s sexual transgressions work against the possession and
O\\llership of patriarchal monogamy. but her feminist consciousness is malfornled,
incomplete and entirely conflicted by patriarchal social ideology. so her sexual
promiscuity costs her the well-being of her soul: "All the small insincerities had seeped
like inyisible rinllcts of acid and caused profound damages" (94). She comes to belieye
that the institution of marriage and monogamous coupling work against the true nature of
interpersonal relationships, which are "not eternal but interchangeable, to protect this
exchange of spirits, transmissions of character, all the fecundations of new selves being
born, and faithfulness only to the continuity" (118). Yet this knowledge does not free
Sabina from the reality of institutional marriage that confronts and restricts her. In the
end she remains weeping so profoundly that "there was a complete dissolution of the
eyes, features, as if she were losing her essence" (118). Sabina is stuck somewhere
between monogamous bondage and her sincere desire for perpetual and liberating human
intimacy.
Margaret Atwood's The Edible Woman was published in 1970, only a few years
after Nin's A Spy in the House ofLove. Both protagonists experience a progressive
disassociation from self as patriarchal monogamy relentlessly undermines feminist
consciousness; they both experience disarming anxiety towards marriage, engage in
sexually transgressive acts, and fear that they are losing shape. Atwood's Marian is,
however, much more concerned with appearing "nomlal" and is obsessed with the
perceived logic or illogic of her actions. Sabina, in contrast, would prefer to be happy and
radical rather than socially acceptable, even though this too proves a problematic
fornmlation. Marian's desire for nomlalcy pulls her into the patriarchal mandates of
coupling evcn as she dceply struggles against domestic life.
Atwood's Marian spcnds most of the novel in an extended fonn of passive
paralysis. Aware on some level of the utter catastrophe that is her engagement to Peter.
shc cannot resolvc thc discrcpancy bctwccn what shc wants (stability, safety) and what he
providcs (criticism, posscssion): her angcr and discontentmcnt manifest themsclves as
she slowly loses the ability to cat specific foods. On the surface she attempts to remain
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satisfied with a traditional feminine role even as she is constantly reminded of the loss of
autonomy that will infect her marriage. In fact she is internally obsessed with the fear of
losing herself, "afraid of losing her shape, spreading out, not being able to contain herself
any longer" (240). When her family hears that she is engaged to be married, Marian
believes that they react with "rather smug satisfaction, as though their fears about the
effects of her university education, never stated but always apparent, had been calmed at
last" (189). Her friends are also instrumental in presenting Marian with the despondency
of her situation. One remarks that an educated woman's "feminine role and her core are
really in opposition, her feminine role demands passivity from her ... so she allows her
core to get taken over by the husband" (259). The conflict between femininity and
autonomy plagues Marian as her marriage looms closer and her body increasingly rejects
itself.
Marian's relationship with Peter is one that coerces Marian into submission as she
frantically moves between acquiescence and rebellion, never fully convinced of either
option. Marian and Peter become engaged in the same overtly logical and mundane
manner as they dated, when Peter decides that "a fellow can't keep running around
indefinitely" (93). This new role harkens a change in persona: Peter asks her choice for
the wedding day. and Marian recognizes the move in herself: "my first impulse was to
answer. with the evasive flippancy r d always used before when he' d ask me serious
questions about myself. 'What about Groundhog Day?' But instead 1heard a soft
tlannelly voice I barely recognized. saying. T d rather have you decide that. I'd rather
leave the big decisions up to you.' I was astounded at myself' (94). ~tarian soon finds
that it is casier for Petcr to make decisions for hcr and bcgins to let "him choose fllr her"
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from food to social plans (159). She also discovers that their engagement signifies
possession and objectification: "Now that she had been ringed he took pride in displaying
her" (191). Marriage increasingly causes Marian to be stifled into predetermined gender
roles which Peter finds manly and satisfying but which for her are frighteningly coercive
and taming, a push that causes Marian great conflict and eventual paralysis.
The beginning of Marian's anorexia signals her inability to either pledge
allegiance to or reject the role that patriarchal marriage relegates her to. For Marian
femininity is a controversial trait; Marian accepts Peter's claim that femininity is
submission and begins to hate the feminine: "She was one of them, her body the same,
identical, merged with that other flesh that choked the air in the flowered room with its
sweet organic scent; she felt suffocated by this thick Sargasso-sea of femininity" (181).
Conflicted conceptualizations of femininity become finally suffocating. Marian cannot
reconcile patriarchal ideology's relegation of the feminine to the way she understands
herself. and so she imitates patriarchy's pathology of femininity by hating womanhood.
And so she starves herself, subtly, little by little until she has completely cut off her own
femininity from life-giving nourishment. Yet she has some will for self-preservation, the
presence of which keeps her from physical death but pushes her towards conflicted
paralysis.
Marian's incapacitation is complete when she has sex with another man,
propelling her anorexia into its entirety and ensuring her critical paralysis: "it had finally
happened at last then. Her body had cut itself otT" (283). Her body undennines her desire
to be simply "nonnal. ,. i\1arian' s paralysis occurs once she can no longcr cat and realizcs
that shc cannot go back to Pctcr or her lifc as it was with him: "i\1arian thought ofthc
cold fuel-oil and stale cigar smell there would be inside the bus. Then she thought of the
dishes in the kitchen sink. The bus would get warm and stuffy as she traveled inside it
along the highway, the tires making their high grinding whine. What was living, hidden
and repulsive, down there among the plates and dirty glasses? She couldn't go back"
(284). Stuck between the symbolically daunting kitchen sink and her unsatisfying sexual
transgressions, Marian finds no appealing option. The life waiting for her in the kitchen
sink haunts Marian until she finally cannot move, and moreover, realizes that she hadn't
been moving for a long time: "she hadn't been getting anywhere. And she hadn't
accomplished anything" (290). Marian is caught between her fervent resistance to
patriarchal monogamy and her desire to be normal, married, and secure.
Marian experiences as one woman what Toni Morrison writes into two in her
novel Sula; she struggles amidst representative normalcy, stability, sexual transgression,
and educated woman. In Nel and Suia, Morrison experiments with oppositional
constructions of womanhood and demonstrates the severe limitations of both, as well as
the impossibility of successfully integrating a healthy duality (or multiplicity) of
femininity in an individual woman. Race is a central piece of both Nel and Sula's
identities. and it is important to understand Morrison' s characters as struggling with
gender and racial identity issues. Yct Nel and Sula suffer from the same paralysis when
faced with patriarchal monogamy as white female protagonists which speaks to the
unifonnity of marital inadequacy regardless of race. Marian is unable to ignorc her need
for nonllalcy and stability and so attempts to reprcss her feminist consciousness a conflict
cyidenced in the onset of her anorexia. Nc1 and Sub experience paralysis because of their
inability to rcc("lncile socially oppositic,nal paradigms of good and bad women.
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Sula, published in 1973, is the story of two friends who take very different paths
into womanhood, but whose lives remain intertwined from childhood until Sula's death, a
death saturated with images of paralysis caused by the impossibility of marrying feminist
consciousness to patriarchal coupling. Sula and Nel are repeatedly narrated as two parts
of the same person; Sula as the "bad" woman-the woman who refuses to marry or bear
children, who demands her independence, who does not "want to make anybody else,"
and sleeps around with men-and Nel as the "good" woman who marries and willingly
"wanted to help, to soothe" her husband's pain, bears children and is a housewife (92,
83). When read in the context of the duality of roles women are often coerced to decide
between, the relationship between Sula and Nel represents the tumultuous interfacing of
both roles, a relationship of dependency in which both gain something they lack, but
which can never be entirely harmonious because society cannot allow one woman to be
both. They must inevitably reject each other in order to exist in their socially hallowed
roles.
Morrison portrays Nel and Sula as two halves of a whole, narrating early in their
friendship that dependence on each other could strengthen two quite marginalized
individuals and intuiting society's inability to embrace one woman as both domestic and
autonomous: "Each had discovered years before that they were neither white nor male.
and that all freedom and triumph were forbidden them ... their meeting was fortunate. for
it let thcm use each other to grow on" (52). In direct opposition to patriarchal monogamy
which demands that intimacy bc confined to a man and woman in marriage. Morrison
\\Tites that Nel and Sula "found in each other's eyes the intimacy they werc looking for"
{52). For two young girls struggling with racial. scxual. and pubcscent a\\'akenings. Ncl
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and Sula's friendship was both sustaining and nurturing: "their friendship was as intense
as it was sudden. They found relief in each other's personality" (53). Morrison writes that
Nel and Sula's "friendship was so close, they themselves had difficulty distinguishing
one's thoughts from the other's" (83). For Nel, "talking to Sula had always been a
conversation with herself' and Sula believes that without Nel she is "craving for the other
half of her equation" (95, 121). Even Eva, Sula's grandmother, recognizes no difference
between the two: "just alike. Both of you. Never was no difference between you" (169).
Yet there is quite a stark difference between Nel and Sula, differences that perpetuate the
necessity for their interdependence and highlight individual inadequacies that contribute
to both women's critical paralysis.
Nel's feminist consciousness is asserted early in life, but is systematically
smothered by patriarchal mandates enforced through her mother. Nel's mother persisted
in oppressing and stifling her daughter's individuality and creativity: "Any enthusiasm's
that little Nel showed were calmed by the mother until she drove her daughter's
imagination underground" (18). Morrison goes on to \\Tite that Helene "loved her house
and enjoyed manipulating her daughter and her husband" as shc strove to move far away
from hcr 0\\11 ethnic and impoverished childhood (18). Intimidatcd and somewhat
resistant at a young age to her mother's conservativc authority, Nel sought to define and
maintain hcr own idcntity: "'I'm mc. I'm not thcir daughtcr. I'm not Ncl. I'm mc. Mc'"
(28). This asscrtion of self generates the space and longing in Nel to befriend Sula. "gave
her the strength to cultivate a friend in spite of her mother" (29). Nel"s friendship with
Sula is closely linked to her claims of autonomous selL and the repression ofNel"s
individuality signals the unraveling of their friendship, the final push towards both
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women's paralysis. Nel's marriage to Jude Greene is based on his need to become
masculine, mature, and on his inability to find work. It is a patriarchal relationship
situating both Nel and Jude into myopic gender stereotypes which illuminates Nel's move
from feminist consciousness to patriarchal womanhood. Jude "needed some of his
appetites filled, some posture of adulthood recognized, but mostly he wanted someone to
care about his hurt, to care very deeply" (82). The marriage allowed Jude to feel that "two
of them together would make one Jude" (83). For her part, Nel was prepared, even
excited about the chance to witness and comfort his pain. Despite her assertion of self as
a young girl, Nel's "parents had succeeded in rubbing down to a dull glow any sparkle or
splutter she had," inspiring in her a reaction to Jude's desire for dependent coupling in
opposition to the spirited friendship she shared with Sula (83). The slow and subtle
fracturing ofNel and Sula's interdependency catalyzes both women's unraveling, critical
paralysis, and the great sorrow that follows.
Sula's feminist consciousness is inherited from her familial matriarchs: "the Peace
women simply loved maleness, for its own sake," although Eva, Hmmah and Sula did not
love men in a traditional, monogamous way (41). While Nel succumbs to and is coerced
into obedience and convention by her mother, Sula follows her mother's legacy and
demands to follow her 0\\11 paths. She travels. attends college. and refuses to marry or be
possessed by another person (78). Sula believed that she alone was truly living. happy to
master the creativity of free falling through life which "required-<iemanded-invention:
a thing to do with the wings. a way of holding the legs and most of all a full surrender to
the dO\\11ward flight if they wished to tastc thcir tongues or stay alivc" (120). Howcvcr
Sula is rccklcss and emotionally conflictcd throughout thc novel and likc Ncl. Sula's
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womanhood remains problematic: "When it came to matters of grave importance, she
behaved emotionally and irresponsibly and left it to others to straighten it out" (101).
Sula is never able to exist as a whole person without the balance her friend provides. Her
sexual transgressions cause Sula to become the repository of all things evil and immoral
for the people of The Bottom; "all minds were closed to her," and she exists outside the
social confines of her neighbors, living "out her days exploring her own thoughts and
emotions, giving them full reign, feeling no obligation to please anybody unless their
pleasure pleased her. As willing to feel pain as to give pain, to feel pleasure as to give
pleasure, hers was an experimental life ... She had no center, no speck around which to
grow" (114, 118-119). Sula is a radical personality, rejecting the patriarchal and even her
community because it opposes her feminist consciousness; yet Morrison is careful to
maintain that Sula cannot fully exist or be fully mobilized without embracing and
sustaining her relationship with Nel.
Nel's paralysis, like her consciousness, hinges on Sula and/or Jude's actions.
When Nel walks in on Sula having sex with her husband, she finds herself sitting
paralyzed on thc bathroom Ooor: "on hcr knces, her hand on the cold rim of the bathtub,
she waited for something to happen ... inside" (107). Nel sits prostrated by this act of
sexual transgression and submissively waits for cmotion or inner stirring or "the oldcst
cry ... but it did not comc" (108). Shc ycams for grief. but is rcwarded none: se is
furthcnnorc unablc to experiencc any singular movcment of body or emotion. Yct she
finds comfort in her immobilization. in the possibility that something--evcn the death of
timc and mOYemcnt-is pennancnt. "If 1could bc surc that I could stay hcrc in this small
whitc room ... and nCYer ha\'c to go out thc door. I would be happy" (10S). NcI claims
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finally that "Hell ain't things lasting forever. Hell is change" (108). Unable to understand
Sula's sexual act outside the parameters of patriarchal monogamy, Nel becomes
temporarily paralyzed and in fact longs to stay paralyzed. What conflicts is Nel's
allegiance to patriarchal intimacy and Sula's transgressive sexuality. By severing all ties
to Sula, Nel does proliferate her own paralysis: she represses her own feminist
consciousness embodied by Sula, the freedom and power that Sula represents, and so
represses the potential for integrating the two. It is a loss only to be realized through the
profound grief of Sula's death.
As Sula slips slowly into death, her thoughts are of various images of paralysis,
including lamentation over the stasis of life and the fear of being choked. She reflects,
"nothing was ever different" and mourns the perceived meaninglessness of her existence
(147). Just before death, Sula has a recurring dream of "the Clabber Girl Baking Powder
Lady," a symbol of domesticity who terrorizes Sula by calling out to her with "one hand
under her apron" but who then disintegrates into white dust which Sula desperately tries
to hide in her pockets, but "the more she scooped, the more it billowed. At last it covered
her. filled her eyes. her nose, her throat, and she woke gagging and overwhelmed with the
smell of smoke" (147.148). While Nel is immobilized by Sula's act of sexual
transgression. Sula's vulnerability is her fear of being suffocated by the domestic and the
thought that her life of rebellion will have no remembered meaning. Sula dies deeply
fatigued. unable to move. "wondering how soon she would gather enough strength to lift
her ann and push the rough quilt away:' and then her body becomes forever still (148).
She attempts to violate the boundaries of patriarchal relationship through feminist
ideologies of autonomy and non-traditional same sex intimacy: this attempt is punished
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with immobilization and death. Without reconciling herself to Nel, Sula remains isolated,
outcast, and unable to engage in loving intercourse. The profound friendship between
Sula and Nel speaks to the impasse women face when they find themselves stuck
between patriarchal love or feminist autonomy, a paralysis so grave that it presupposes
the loss of one half of the self..
Morrison's Sula and Erica long's Fear ofFlying explore the same issue of a
woman prostrated between oppositions of patriarchal and feminist ideologies as a result
of her specifically female attempts to love and be loved in patriarchal monogamy. While
Morrison's approach is more subtle and layered, long quite overtly draws from modern
feminist movement and makes an argument obviously articulated through feminist
rhetoric about the injustices of cultural oppression and patriarchal love. long's Isadora is
concerned with the psychological ramifications of love and marriage and more
obsessively internally conflicted than Morrison's characters, but like Edna, Sabina,
Marian, and Sula, Isadora engages in sexual promiscuity in an attempt to combat
patriarchal ideology, and like all of the women discussed above, she agonizes over her
disappointed expectations of monogamy and marriage.
Erica .Tong's Fear ofFlying. published in 1974, is a novel concerned with feminist
issues common to women's mO\'ements of the 1970·s. Questions of love. power,
marriage and feminism are center stage in Isadora' s consciousness. emphasizing a
material crisis between feminist ideology and social womanhood. Isadora bclie\'es that
society makes empty promises. disanning women. i\1arriage "had its good points. but it
also had its bad. The \'irtues of marriage were mostly negati\'e \·irtues. Being unmarried
in a man's world was such a hassle that anything had to be better. i\1arriage was better.
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But not much" (80). The choices at her disposal are entirely wrapped up in patriarchal
power. Isadora knows that "neither dominating nor being dominated" was a way out of
the cycle of patriarchy and is deeply bewildered by the futility: "Both were traps. Both
led nowhere except toward the loneliness both were designed to avoid. But what could I
do? The more I hated myself, the more I hated myself for hating myself. It was hopeless"
(127, 128). Quite aware of the potential for ideological paralysis, she nevertheless works
very hard to find a way towards affirming interpersonal relationship and nurturing self
fulfillment.
Marriage is the center ofIsadora's issues with patriarchy. She claims, "I was not
against marriage. I believed in it in fact. It was necessary to have one best friend in a
hostile world, one person you'd be loyal to no matter what, one person who'd always be
loyal to you. But what about those other longings which after a while marriage did
nothing much to appease" (9)? The conflict between desire for marriage and the
inadequacy of marriage to sustain desire, intimacy and fulfillment illuminate Isadora's
resentment towards her husband Bennett" ... for not smiling, for being such a good lay
but never kissing me, for getting me shrink appointments and Pap smears and IBM
electrics. but nevcr buying mc flowcrs. And not talking to me. And nevcr grabbing my
ass anymorc" (24). Isadora moums the loss of spontaneity, desire, and intimacy inhcrcnt
in thc institution of marriagc. a criticism shc attempts to rcconcilc but one that is
eyentually crucial to her despondent paralysis.
Isadora struggles to understand gendcr injustices and contradictions. She theorizes
that mcn's fcar ofthc powcr of fcmalc sexuality has causcd mcn to "inycnt" a "myth of
fcmalc inadcquacy" (90). 'Yct shc bclicycs that it is thc myth of a pcrfcct man that kccps
women beguiled by patriarchy and threatens women's self-esteem. Like the myth of
female inadequacy, the myth of the perfect man keeps women addicted to a system of
subjugation: the right man is out there, and if they could just find him everything inside
which is empty and lonely will be fulfilled. Isadora thinks that "perhaps there was no man
at all, but just a mirage conjured by our longings and emptiness" (101). Both myths work
together to place responsibility for finding love and sustaining it in women's hands and to
blame women for failed relationships. Isadora suffers deep trauma and anxiety about her
identity as a woman emerging into sexual maturity in a world so convoluted with
gendered roles. "Don't you see that men have always defined femininity as a means of
keeping women in line? Why should I listen to you about what it means to be a woman?
Are you a woman? Why shouldn't I listen to myselJfor once" (18)? As she seeks to
define femininity outside of patriarchal parameters, Isadora also becomes more deeply
entrenched in problematic intimate relationships with men, and is increasingly anxious
and impetuous and confused.
Isadora frantically attempts to decipher the most liberating kind of love out of the
cultural system she finds herself in, but doubt and confusion seep into her consciousness:
"maybe life was compromise and sadness, while ecstasy ended invariably in death"
(118). In some ways. there is death in both. because patriarchal love is less about love
than about power. more about controlling than liberating. Isadora cannot reconcile her
desire for love and intimate community with her desire to be independent. "For two years
I had lain in bed with Bennett and thought of other men. For two years I had debated
whether to get pregnant or strike out on my 0\\11 and see some more of the world before
settling dO\\ll to anything that pcnnanent" (38). Deciding between Bennett and Adrian.
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Isadora becomes increasingly stuck. "Bennett's careful, compulsive, and boring
steadfastness was my own panic about change, my fear of being alone, my need for
security. Adrian's antic manners and ass-grabbing was the part of me that wanted
exuberance above all. I had never been able to make peace between the two halves of
myself. All I had managed to do was suppress one half (for awhile) at the expense of the
other." (73). The weight of this uncertainty about love finds Isadora in a hostel in France,
dirty, menstruating without any pads or tampons, utterly alone for the first time in the
novel, forced to unflinchingly confront herself. She becomes deeply paralyzed by the idea
of being alone, realizing, "I was trapped by my own fears" (277). Isadora tries to talk
herself out but it is "hopeless. I cannot reason myself out of this panic. My breath is
coming in short gasps and I am sweating profusely," and finds that "I am sinking into the
center of this panic. It seems I am being torn asunder by wild horses and that my arms
and legs are flying off in different directions" (279). Unraveled by both her dependence
on men's love and her spitefulness towards the domestic woman, Isadora is finally not
convinced of the potentials of feminist ideology to revolutionize patriarchal monogamy
even as she is unable to repress her feminist perspective.
long's Isadora and Ana Castillo's Alicia and Teresa are sexually promiscuous, are
caused great anxiety by the thought of marriage and children, and are all dra\\ll to
intimacy with men even though their well-developed feminist consciousnesses
continuously plaguc thcm with doubt and unhappincss. Castillo's characters struggle to
reconcilc feminist consciousness from the ethnic pcrspcctive of Latin Amcrican culture.
and marc than any protagonists. Alicia and Teresa strugglc with thc potcntial for violencc
and abuse within patriarchal practices of sex and intimacy.
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Ana Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters, published in 1986 is, like Morrison's
Sula, the story of an intense female friendship, but unlike Morrison, Castillo's Alicia and
Teresa are very much their own people sharing similar but not identical disillusionments
with patriarchal coupling. The epistolary, non-linear novel is told from Teresa's
perspective as she writes to Alicia over the course of many years. Their important
friendship "formed a society of women," "an unbreakable guard from a world of treason
deceit and! weakness" (44). Both Teresa and Alicia have a strong feminist
consciousnesses, and throughout their travels attempt to make personal beliefs viable in
relationships with men. Yet Teresa questions, "i don't know why so many of our ideals
were stamped out like cigarette butts when we believed in them so furiously. Perhaps we
were not furious enough" (22). She specifies the psychological difference between the
two women writing that "i was part of the culture that wouldn't allow me to separate.
You, on the other hand, saw yourself isolated, even unwanted by men and their world"
(28). From both perspectives, the women experience sex and intimacy as violent,
disappointing and eventually as directly opposed to the healthy development of female
identity and they find themselves increasingly disarmed and immobilized.
Teresa's marriage is oppressive and unfulfilling and she soon feels "no longer
prepared to face a mundane life of need and resentment. accept monogamous
commitments and honor patriarchal traditions" (29). Her very traditional family "believed
'bad wives' were bad people" and that "when a woman entered the threshold of intimacy
with a man. she left the companions of her sex without looking back. Her needs had to be
sustained by him. If not. she was to keep her emptiness to herself' (35). Alicia helps
generate the space tLlr feminist mo\'ement but Teresa recognizes contradictions in herself
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which make it difficult to negotiate an autonomous self with heterosexual coupling.
While Teresa states that she "took her politics seriously" she also "is a woman
conditioned to accept a man about whom she has serious doubts concerning his legitimate
status with the human race" (54). Beset by the conflict between her feminist
consciousness and society's insistence on patriarchal monogamy, Teresa slowly
succumbs to abuse and self-denial.
Teresa's paralysis is directly related to domestic and repressive female gender
stereotypes. After divorcing her husband, Teresa gets pregnant by a live-in boyfriend,
Alexis, who subordinates and marginalizes her emotions, body, and intellect. She
experiences physical immobility after having an abortion and begins to conceptualize the
violence of the relationship. Teresa tries to "gather the pieces of the woman who was
myself," as she works through her own unraveling and begins to speak of herself in third
person (114). She writes, "a woman takes care of the man she has made her life with,
cleans, cooks, washes his underwear, does as if he were her only child, as if he had come
from her womb. In exchange. he may pay her bills, he may not. He may give her
acceptance into society by replacing her father's name with his, or he may choose to not.
He may make her feel like a woman. or rather, how she has been told a woman feels with
a man-or he may not'" (118). The paralysis manifests itself as Teresa internalizes
Alexis's abuse. realizing that "after a while. she adapts to neglecting herself more than he
can:' so that eventually. "with nervous gestures. she tears an invisible thread from the
edge of her slip. If she doesn't watch out. she will quietly go mad and no one will have
noticed" (118). She describes her 0\\11 paralysis as an isolated and degenerative
separation of self. Teresa makes a stwng attempt to det~· her unraveling psyche. yet she
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never entirely overcomes her isolation and domestic melancholy. She later gives birth to
a son but insists that she suffers still with "my isolation," and knows that her love for her
son does not negate or pacify her struggles for love outside of patriarchy, maintaining
that there are days "when i want to deny his existence" (134). Even as new life gives
Teresa energy and determination, the reality of sexual abuse and violent psychological
repression causes her to feel isolation and denial towards the representative domestic.
Alicia's disillusionment with men and patriarchy stems from equally strong pulls
towards feminist ideology and patriarchal love. Unlike Teresa who has reconciled herself
to patriarchal culture, although with admitted resistance and anxiety, Alicia swings more
severely between the opposing possibilities. She experiences "so much personal agony"
as a result of intimate violence and physical rejection (51). When Alicia is approached by
a man who acts interested in her Teresa writes, "you told yourself that he was interested
in you, the woman, Alicia, the person" (63). Alicia struggles to be desired for herself, but
is continuously confronted instead by sexual violence and marginalization. She "had
escaped violation at the point of a gun" but was enamored with another man soon after
"because he liked you whispered some falsehood! in your burning ear while his lover
whispered in the other he'd slit your vagina" (83). On another occasion Alicia narrowly
"escaped gang rape" (92). Teresa attempts to protect Alicia and keep her safe but follows
her "knowing there is little i can do. i have a vagina too ... they attack and they will attack
because they'rc bored and thcy've bcen waiting for you" (84). In spite of this
understanding of lovc and intimacy as violence and warfare, Alicia continues to seek
lo\"ing relationships with men: a despondent attempt that contributes to the utter despair
of Alicia's paralysis.
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In response to acute feminist longings, Alicia joins a women's group that "kept a
policy that all members had to remain celibate in order to achieve total self-sufficiency.
For individual as well as joint independence, each member had to detach herself from any
form of reliance on men" (111). The group is meant to foster strength and autonomy, but
Teresa believes that Alicia joins this group as a result of "all the alienation you now felt
sexually toward men who before you had so much enjoyed," so that her joining appears
to be less about conviction and more about reacting to a system of patriarchal repression
(111). The group does give Alicia the space to develop her autonomous self but she finds
that she is still plagued by "the absence of what you couldn't pinpoint to anything but
nature yielding your body and spirit despite society's obstacles. Men and women
belonged together" (112). Her desire for heterosexual coupling outweighs the reality of
violence and isolation. As a result of the perceived futility of celibacy and development
of feminist ideology, Alicia rushes back into a relationship of abuse which pushes
Alicia's conflicted consciousness into paralysis. Alicia becomes "the carrion of what
vultures in Mexico had discarded. It existed in the five floor walkup, dusty refuge, and
moved only when it was expected to turn in a school assignment or to get something out
of the refrigerator" (128). Unable to reconcile her feminist ideologies to patriarchal
coupling, Alicia subjects herself to physical and emotional abuse until she finally has lost
all sense of herself. lost the desire to even move and is hardly alive. Alicia's partner
"sucked you dry of more than what a child can demand of its mother" (135). Teresa helps
Alicia back on her feet. but Alicia's growing strength causes her resentful boyfriend to
kill himself in Alicia's kitchen as punishment for leaving him. The disparity between the
desire to love in feminist, liberating relationship and the patriarchal limits of love refuse
to grant Alicia resolution; she is left instead to grief and anger and deep internal scars.
Teresa reflects that both she and Alicia were never truly free from patriarchal
mandate as they sought love and intimacy: "we weren't free of society's tenets to be
convinced we could exist indefinitely without the demands and complications one
aggregated with the supreme commitment to a man. Even greater than these factors was
that of an ever present need, emotional, psychological, physicaL .. it provoked us
nonetheless to seek approval from a man through sexual meetings" (45). Although Teresa
and Alicia have strong ideals, they are stuck in a system of coupling and intimacy that
refuses to let those ideals become reality. In light of this, Teresa writes, "Love? In the
classic sense, it describes in one syllable all the humiliation that one is born to and
pressed upon to surrender to a man" (117). No attempts of their own can rectify the
injustices and painful realities of institutional coupling and they are left with painful
memories of their shared paralysis.
Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters and Darcey Steinke's Suicide Blonde,
published six years later in 1992. are both concerned with the violence and
destructiveness of sex and intimacy. But Steinke's Jesse, more than any other protagonist
really internalizes women's problematic attempts to reconcile patriarchal love and
feminist ideology: she obsessively blames herself for the failures of relationship. Yet she
also suffers from disillusioned expectations of intimacy. attempts to combat patriarchy's
opprcssivc monogamous mandates through sexual transgression and desperately tries to
understand her self as her consciousness becomes morc and more conflicted and
immobilized.
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Darcey Steinke's Jesse struggles to reconcile her traditional ideas about love and
marriage with what she conceives of as the modem, liberated woman; she continuously
forces herself to be strong, emotionally unattached, and sexually promiscuous while
believing her unhappiness is at all times a reminder that she should be a "good" woman,
and secretly longs for marriage and children. "The problem with being a modem woman,
I thought, as the front door swung wide, is that you have to pretend to be stronger than
you are" (20). This duality of oppositional roles causes Jesse to wallow in self-doubt and
anxiety. She is often self destructive in her attempts to act out against her "good" woman
image, purposely seeking relationships in which she is not loved, valued or respected.
She believes, "You had to act a prescribed way to be loved" (75). Jesse is thoroughly
preoccupied with discovering the way to be loved but she is so afraid of the damage that
love and marriage can do. She obsesses over her identity, over the way that society makes
love impossible for her; "This was all my fault because I was the worst kind of person; a
pretty girl with high expectations who wanted more, but couldn't define more and prayed
it wasn't just a matter of marrying money" (85). Jesse is a woman damaged by past
relationships, confused by the messages society sends about who she should be in order
to be loved, and suffering from an oppressive anxiety that works to disann her into
convoluted paralysis.
Jesse's relationship with Bell is dysfunctional at best. at worst psychological and
physically destructive. and it desperately signals her eventual unraveling. Jesse struggles
to maintain the relationship even as she details the inadequacies and pathologies of it. She
knows that she subordinates hersc1fto his whims and "the idea that everything I did was
generated by him made me feci dismal" (12). What Bell really wanted in Jesse was "a
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disciple, someone who agreed that he was a new person, defining modem ways of living
that had nothing to do with conventional commitment, someone capable of emotional
toughness and moral vacuity" (15). Yet Jesse believes that even this inadequate and
abusive relationship was better than those in the past: "he was the only man that ever
made me feel life instead of just a spectator, and if he did that by fear and pain, it was still
better than when I looked numbly at some man on the couch thinking, I will leave you
soon" (78). Jesse sums up her relationship with Bell when she claims, "He lived with me
to appease his dead father and I stayed with him because his loving disinterest was
exactly the kind of mixed signal I used to get from my mother." (142). Aware of the
unhealthy patterns she and Bell participate in, Jesse subjugates herself by rationalizing
that she shouldn't expect more because she's never had any better. Jesse's feminist
consciousness generates her awareness that this relationship is profoundly unhealthy and
oppressive, but it conflicts with her intense longing to engage in the relationship anyway,
pushing her further towards being stuck between the opposing ideologies.
This cycle of abusive relationships causes Jesse to want to destroy herself in order
to make the coupling work; she submits then to patriarchal concepts of love and attempts
to repress the voice of feminist liberation in order to appease this construction. Jesse says
she wants "to crush out the weak parts ofmyselC' and she gravitates towards women.
one in particular named ~1adison. who prostitute themselves and willingly deny feminist
ideologies (15). Madison tells Jesse. "there are a million ways to kill off the soft parts of
yourself." and coerces Jesse into prostitution and anonymous (unpaid) sex (82). Madison
claims that selling your body is "not about money. it's about death." a belief which fits
perfectly into Jesse's desire fllr self-destruction since she cannot achiew low (125). Jesse
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admits, "I was addicted to the fear of infidelity and 1believed relationships were like the
trinity: there were the two human participants, one always more godlike than the other,
and then there was the thing between them, the other-an aberrant philosophy, a person
or a phantom" (22). Jesse's concept of relationship is one in which she could forever find
herself anxious, abused, even hated, and one that she is openly addicted to. Although sex
with Bell "is not what 1wanted, it was a semblance of it. 1convinced myself that him
wanting sex meant he wanted me, but it seemed naIve and overly hopeful, like a
schoolgirl or a dreamy whore" (25). She settles for abusive love even if it means the
degradation of self and propagation of personal anxiety.
As Jesse's sexual transgressions become more and more self-destructive, her
perceptions begin to change, and she starts questioning her actions: "The narrow grid of
my life was changing violently like flood waters expanding the banks of a river. 1was
suspicious that 1had let the stranger fuck me because 1was intentionally trying to
devastate myself, encourage confusion and misery ... " (58). Of her feelings towards
Madison, Jesse thinks, "I knew I was lonely and that she made me feel inadequate, but 1
have always been attracted to people who make me feel inadequate. But 1wanted to
center my life on myself, not this continuous pattern of revolving around another" (IO I).
Jesse's experiences with prostitution prompt her to declare. "1 am slillm)'se(f," and she
begins to individualize from her mother who "wanted to believe. even though Dad had
\cft her. that the patriarchy would care for her.·· a belief that Jesse is rapidly calling into
question (1 ~4.13 7). Yet she is plagued by messages about the soft and acquiescent nature
of women. Her employer tells her. "when you Ion a woman. you love yourself. and it's
terrible really. how it seems perfectly possible to swallow the other. .. with a woman if
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you swallow, she becomes you" (153-154). As much as Jesse wants to question and rebel
against the destructiveness of her actions and the patriarchy which instigates them, she is
constantly reminded that women should expect nothing more, are nothing more than
pliable partners meant to conform and she is deeply suspicious that modem feminist
consciousness means pretending to be strong and the rejection of love and family.
These suspicions cause Jesse to reject what she perceives as feminine and
underscore her movement towards paralysis: "I thought about how malleable women are,
with clothes they can look like virgins or whores or housewives" (89). Deeply tyrannized
by conflicting images of womanhood and relationship, Jesse's delicately constructed
reality begins to unravel as she grows more conscious of her destructiveness and the
futility of her resistance to both her "good" and "bad" woman images. Her paralysis finds
her hiding: she becomes momentarily immobilized, slips away from the outside world
and curls herself up in a closet. Clarity of her situation unfolds and she awakens to an
understanding that "life was hopelessly complicated" (188). Jesse metaphorically
imagines herself escaping, but does not abandon her belief that "most women ended in
blurs and fragments, but that wasn't really a bad thing" (188). She does not run away, or
attempt to escape. but instead accepts the futility. Facing the impossibility of maintaining
autonomy while engaging in life-affinning relationship. Jesse succumbs to the belief that
the loss of self-definition is necessary for relationship. ultimately sacrificing her feminist
consciousness for faith in patriarchal coupling. even knowing the painful and negative
realities of such an ideology.
The struggle that both fictional and real women t~1ce when negotiating love and
marriage "oith feminist consciousness is partly based on an inability to define themselves
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outside of culturally sanctioned roles of either/or. Trapped in a culture that insists on
defining love through patriarchal hierarchies, empowered women must often choose
between two paradigms of social identity (traditional or non-traditional) that are equally
restrictive. This decision can be thoroughly paralyzing. Intuiting this, women writers of
the 20th century repeatedly narrate in their female protagonists this same experience of
paralysis as they struggle to be individually validated and intimately loved. Kipnis and
hooks seek to reconcile this dynamic by offering platforms for understanding why
marriage and coupling are so often unfulfilling for women, yet neither analysis liberates
these modem protagonists from their unique experiences of paralysis. Kipnis claims that
promiscuity will destabilize the oppressive foundation of monogamous coupling, a call
for uninhibited sex that often undermines and distorts women's desires for feminist
justice, highlighted by the many fictional women discussed here who find no deeper
liberation in sexual transgression; without real radical cultural change, Kipnis' argument
only participates in patriarchal ideology and does not truly challenge it. Yet hooks'
demand that love must revolutionize patriarchal intimacy proves too overwhelming and
difficult for any individual woman to make real. While her claims seem profoundly true.
it remains utterly impossible for these women to combat the power of patriarchy as they
search for partnership in their own small and solitary lives. As Kipnis and hooks argue.
the separation of sex from intimacy. an inability to engage in real loving discourse and
the lack of stable feminist oriented community contribute to the traumatic interfacing of
patriarchal monogamy and feminist consciousness. This cannot be reconciled until
women communally reject patriarchal intimacy.
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In diverse ways, Edna, Sabina, Marian, Nel, Sula, Isadora, Alicia, Teresa, and
Jesse experience disillusionment with heterosexual coupling as they violently struggle to
love in feminist and liberating terms; a clashing so disarming that it is momentarily
crippling. This recurrence speaks to a society that has acquiesced to women's freedom by
producing specific and controlled alternative possibilities of expression, not one that has
fundamentally been altered or that has evolved. Margaret Atwood claims, "it's
noteworthy that my heroine's choices remain much the same at the end of the book as
they are at the beginning: a career going nowhere, or marriage as an exit from it" (313).
Clearly aware of the inadequacy of her protagonist's social options, she goes on to argue
that this issue is not specific to the 1970's but that it remains a crucial contemporary
problem: "It would be a mistake to assume that everything has changed. In fact, the tone
of the book seems more contemporary now than it did in, say, 1971, when it was believed
that society could change itself a good deal faster than presently appears likely. The goals
of the fcminist movement have not bccn achieved, and those who claim we're living in a
postfeminist era arc cithcr sadly mistaken or tired of thinking about the whole subject"
(313). Critical paralysis cxists for fictional and real feminist women as long as patriarchal
mandatcs dominatc coupling practices. It is a cultural experience so personal and
widespread and yct it rcmains largcly ignored bccause it is. of coursc, so profoundly
frightcning to refusc to scttle with patriarchal love. Womcn will remain paralyzcd until as
a culture we rcsume public dialogue about thc injustice of patriarchal monogamy: without
the creativc and radical re-imagining of gcnder roles towards feminist ideology. fcminist
- ..... ..... .......
consciousness will cC1ntinue to t~ltefully contlict with patriarchal relegations of lovc.
Pcrhaps if wc arc truly attcntivc to these fictional criscs of Ion and intimacy. wc will be
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motivated to imagine ourselves beyond their fates, and to move beyond apathetic
resignation into liberating progress.
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